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The external sector constrains Cuba’s economic
growth by failing to generate sufficient foreign ex-
change through exports and capital inflows to sustain
a high level of investment. This paper examines Cu-
ba’s external sector by focusing on external cash flow
in the light of convertible currency and barter trade
sectors and international banking statistics. The pa-
per also analyzes the adequacy of the nation’s inter-
national liquidity and current policies in the face of
potential external sector shocks, crucially the possi-
bility of the sudden stop of the barter trade and fi-
nance from Venezuela. 

Cuba’s external accounts show a sizable trade deficit
offset by services exports, deriving mainly from tour-
ism and income from Cuban health professionals in
Venezuela. Though the Central Bank of Cuba has
not released complete balance of payments statistics
for 2009–2011, CEPAL reports that the current ac-
count is near balance in 2010 and 2011.2

But Cuban current account data differ markedly
from actual cash flow, as payments do not accompa-
ny a large part of trade and services transactions.
Consequently, the current account shows an incom-
plete picture of external sector balance. One key dif-

ficulty is the accounting of Cuban non-traditional
exports of health and education services. These ex-
ports are part of a barter arrangement between Cuba
and Venezuela which have been described in a num-
ber of articles and official publications.3 Payment for
Venezuelan crude oil and other petroleum products
takes the form of services by Cuban personnel but
prices and payment mechanisms are unclear. There is
no transparent financing flow associated with these
transactions, though it is evident that a sizable trans-
fer of resources is taking place from Venezuela to Cu-
ba.

A related problem applies to trade with a number of
other countries. The bulk of Cuban imports that
come from Angola, Brazil, Bolivia, China, Ecuador,
Nicaragua, Russia and Vietnam are financed bilater-
ally by official banks and other state entities. As far as
we know, there is no statistical information on the fi-
nancing accompanying this trade. In this paper Ven-
ezuela and those eight other countries are treated as a
group effectively engaged in barter trade that is self-
financed bilaterally, and it is not feasible to match
trade numbers with capital account transactions.

1. This paper benefitted from the thoughtful comments of Ernesto Hernández-Catá, Lorenzo Pérez and Roger Betancourt. All remain-
ing errors are the entire responsibility of the author.
2. CEPAL estimates the 2010 current account deficit at 0.3 percent of GDP and reports an improvement for 2011, CEPAL, Balance
Preliminar de Economias de America Latina y el Caribe, 2010 and 2011.
3. See for example Rolando H. Castañeda, “El Insostenible Apoyo de Venezuela a Cuba y sus Implicaciones,” Cuba in Transition—
Volume 20, ASCE, 2010, and Luis R. Luis, “Cuban External Finance and the Global Economic Crisis,” Cuba in Transition—Volume
19, ASCE, 2009.
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Trade with other nations settles in convertible cur-
rencies and trade transactions match payments. In
this paper, convertible trade is separated from barter
trade. 

INTERNATIONAL LIQUIDITY 
AND CASH FLOW
The Central Bank of Cuba does not publish data on
international reserves. One high quality source of
data for Cuban international liquidity is up-to-date
reporting on the assets and liabilities of Cuban banks,
including the Central Bank, to international banks of
43 countries and financial centers reporting to the
Bank for International Settlements. Cuban bank lia-
bilities correspond to trade financing and other loans
made to Cuban banks by most of the world’s interna-
tional banks. Cuban bank assets are deposits in the
same international banks and constitute the bulk of
the hard currency available to the Cuban government
and state entities to meet short-term international fi-
nancial and trade obligations.

Cuban bank assets reached $5649 million on Sep-
tember 2011, an increase of $368 million from Sep-
tember 2010 but unexpectedly fell to $4109 million
by the end of December 2011. Nonetheless, in five
years assets rose $2.7 billion, a significant sum for an

economy with weak international credit, undergoing
severe difficulties with traditional exports and need-
ing to import much of its foodstuffs in adverse inter-
national markets. Some of the increase in Cuban as-
sets abroad is needed to provide cash and
collateralized financing for essential imports, as trade
credit and other bank credits to the country have
tightened. This can be seen in the red line of Chart 1,
which shows a steady decline since 2007 of Cuban li-
abilities to foreign banks. A question posed below is
the role of the accumulation of financial assets as a
defensive mechanism against potential external
shocks.

Table 1 shows an estimated summary external cash
flow for the period 2008–2011. During this period,
Cuba has been running a large deficit in the convert-
ible trade balance largely because of weak exports and
the weakening of Cuba’s farm output, which requires
the importation of the bulk of the island’s foodstuffs.
Austerity measures since 2008, a tightening of the al-
location of foreign exchange to state companies and
the recovery of nickel prices resulted in the halving of
the trade shortfall by 2010. There are no official
numbers for 2011, but an acceleration of growth and
a loosening of the availability of foreign exchange to

Figure 1. Cuban Assets and Liabilities in International Banks (million US$)

Source: Bank for International Settlements
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official importers suggest a somewhat larger trade
deficit for 2011.

The convertible trade deficit is partially offset by a
surplus on convertible services driven by Cuba’s
tourism receipts. Revenue from tourism averaged
$2.2 billion per year in 2008–2010 according to offi-
cial Cuban data, and it likely exceed that number in
2011 by around $200 million given a reported rise in
the number of visitors.

Items C and D are small. Interest payments and roy-
alties, C, is an estimate based on official Cuban bal-
ance of payments data for 2008. Item D, lending by
BIS reporting banks to Cuba, is a hard data item.
Item F, change in non-BIS external assets, is an edu-
cated guess based on the need for liquid assets in
banks of barter trade countries to finance some trade
operations such as transportation and imports from
private entities in those countries. An unexpected
and rapid shift out of BIS deposited assets in the last
quarter of 2011 suggests a portfolio reallocation as
well as a use of reserves to finance imports. This is
partly shown as an estimated increase in non-BIS
bank assets of US$0.5 billion in 2011.

Change in external assets at BIS banks, G, is hard da-
ta, enabling the calculation of a convertible currency
residual, item E, “Investments, lending and trans-
fers.” This is a key line in the table, and it shows siz-
able cash flowing to Cuba, peaking in 2008 at US$7
billion, down to an average of US$3.6 billion per
year in 2009–2011.

There are two key components of Item E: remittanc-
es from Cubans living abroad and investments, fi-
nance and transfers from Venezuela. Cash flowing
from Venezuela includes investments in joint ven-
tures, hard currency loans and grants.4 Proceeds from

the freezing of foreign accounts were also a sizable
component in 2008. There is a wide range of esti-
mates for remittances by various analysts and surveys
such as Orozco and the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank.5 These place annual remittances in the
range of US$800 million to US$1200 million, and
Cuban sources are attributed a somewhat higher esti-
mate. Since 2010, remittances appear to be increas-
ing given the higher number of Cubans visiting rela-
tives.6 However, it appears that much of the
increased transfer takes place in the form of consum-
er products and tools used directly by relatives and
friends and as merchandise and working capital for
newly-established small businesses.

Assuming a rough number for cash remittances of
around US$1 billion per year7 and US$0.8 billion

4. Other countries engaged in barter trade with Cuba may provide cash transfers and finance. Nonetheless, the bulk of their financing
and transfers are tied to barter trade transactions.
5. Manuel Orozco, “On Remittances, Markets and the Law: The Cuban Experience in Recent Times,” Cuba in Transition—Volume
19, ASCE, 2009; Mario A. González-Corzo, “ASCE’s Contribution to the Literature on Remittances: 1991–2009,” Cuba in
Transition—Volume 19, ASCE, 2009; and Inter-American Development Bank, “Remittances to Cuba from the United States,” Sur-
veys, 2008 and 2009.
6. CEPAL, op. cit., 2011

Table 1. Table 1: Cuba: Estimated External 
Cash Flow (US$ billion)

  2008 2009 2010 2011e

A. Convertible Trade Balance -4.4 -2.5 -2.1 -2.8

B. Convertible Non-financial Services Balance 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9

C. Interest, Royalties/e -1.0 -1.0 -1.1 -1.2

D. BIS Bank Lendinga

a. Net of foreign exchange rate changes

-0.9 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

E. Transfers, Lending and Investmentb/e

b. Remittances and freezing of accounts are part of this residual
/e estimated

7.0 4.4 4.0 2.5

F. Change in non-BIS External Assets/e 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5

G. Change in External Assets at BISa 1.4 1.3 1.3 -1.2

Memorandum

Cuban Bank Assets at BIS Reporting Banks 2.8 4.3 5.4 4.1

Source: Derived and estimated from data from Oficina Nacional de Es-
tadísticas, Banco Central de Cuba and Bank for International 
Settlements. 

7. This is the figure roughly estimated by Orozco, op. cit., for 2006 and 2007. He estimates it at $1.2 billion for 2008. Overall remit-
tances are likely higher in 2010 and 2011 but with most of the increase probably being remittances in kind.
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from freezing of foreign accounts, then cash flow
from Venezuela was US$5.2 billion in 2008, the
peak year of the recent crisis, and some US$2.4 bil-
lion estimated for 2011. At an average price of near
US$98 per barrel, Venezuelan shipments of petro-
leum in 2011 are worth US$3.9 billion. On this basis
oil and cash flow from Venezuela in 2011 reached
US$5.4 billion or close to 9 percent of GDP at offi-
cial exchange rates but a much higher percentage at a
far lower peso exchange rate that a unified equilibri-
um exchange rate imply.

Liquidity available to the Central Bank and other
Cuban banks is represented by the assets held at BIS
reporting banks, which amounted to US$5.7 billion
in September 2011 and US$4.1 billion in December
2011. Lacking data on international reserves from
the Central Bank of Cuba, the BIS data represents
the best estimate available of Cuban international li-
quidity. It forms the basis for the analysis of Cuba’s
first line of defense regarding potential external
shocks.

BARTER TRADE AND CONVERTIBLE TRADE

Cuba’s international trade has undergone a signifi-
cant shift since 2005. In that year barter trade repre-
sented a bit more than 40 percent of overall mer-
chandise trade.8 In 2010 barter represented almost
60 percent of all trade, underscoring the concentra-
tion and dependence on the oil barter trade with
Venezuela.

There are two major forces driving the value of trade.
One is the rise of international oil prices. This is re-
flected immediately in the barter import data as
Cuba relies on Venezuela for nearly all its oil import
requirements. The second element is the austerity
measures taken by Cuba in 2008 and continued since
then. This hit capital good imports more than pro-
portionally since they are largely sourced through
convertible trade. Capital goods imports in 2010
were 44 percent below the level of 2008 and were
even below the figure for 2005.

Barter trade is self-financed.9 This has provided Cuba
with immense sustenance in recent years. It means,
looking at it from a different angle, that Cuba can
center on financing its convertible imports. Howev-
er, the future could well look different. What about a
shift in Venezuelan policy regarding Cuba and a re-
duction or suspension of current oil barter arrange-
ments? Below is a look at the implications of poten-
tial external shocks for Cuba’s international liquidity.

INTERNATIONAL LIQUIDITY AND SHOCKS

In this section we examine policy towards interna-
tional liquidity using a simple model. Ordinarily one
would want to focus on policy towards international
reserves. The lack of data for official international re-
serves means that it is necessary to center the analysis
on total international liquidity. This alternative focus
provides a valid substitute as liquidity is entirely in
the hands of official financial institutions.10

Table 2. Cuba: Barter and Convertible 
Tradea (US$ million)

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Barter Exports 604 886 1538 1222 1246 2559

Barter Imports 3471 4586 4733 7364 4778 6480

Barter Balance -2867 -3700 -3195 -6142 -3532 -3921

Convertible Exports 1556 2039 2147 2442 1617 2038

Convertible Imports 4133 4912 5346 6870 4128 4167

Convertible Balance -2577 -2874 -3199 -4428 -2511 -2128

memorandum

total barter trade 4075 5471 6271 8586 6023 9039

total convertible trade 5689 6951 7493 9313 5746 6205

Source: Calculated by the author from data of  Oficina Nacional de Es-
tadísticas

a. Barter trade comprises trade with Angola, Brazil, Bolivia, China, Ec-
uador, Nicaragua, Russia, Venezuela and Vietnam.

8. These figures refer only to merchandise trade. Including barter services would reinforce the point about the driving role of barter
trade. Pricing and payments arrangements regarding Cuban services exports to Venezuela and other Latin American countries such as
Nicaragua present difficulties in interpreting official statistics.
9. In strict terms not every barter transaction is financed by some form of official credit or grant and some trade with China, Russia and
other barter partners may take place in cash. There is no way to separate cash trade from that tied to official finance so all trade with
China and Russia is considered to be barter.
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A simple model starts with the objective function of
the government (or more narrowly of the central
bank). The objective function is a quadratic function
expressing that the government will use international
liquidity (L) for two purposes, to support trade trans-
actions (R) and to dampen the impact of external
shocks (Z). R* and Z* represent target levels of the
two kinds of liquidity and the objective function is:

U = - ½μ(L - R* - Z*)² (1)

It means the government finds it undesirable when
actual liquidity, L, deviates in any direction under or
over (from) the sum of the target levels.Government
policy implies optimizing (1).”11 This can easily be
done. Defining,

R* = γMc (2)

and

Z* = Pr(S)Mb (3)

These relationships mean that the target liquidi-
ty to back-up trade, R*, is a proportion, γ < 1, of the
level of convertible imports, Mc. Ordinarily a coun-
try can look at its reserve policy as a function of over-
all imports but as barter imports are self-financed,
cover is only required for imports that need to be
paid in cash or financed through ordinary commer-
cial bank channels.12 

Target liquidity needed to dampen the impact of po-
tential shocks, Z*, is equal to the probability of a
shock here referred to as the stop of barter trade,
Pr(S), times the level of barter imports. In the litera-
ture, a critical shock facing an emerging country is
taken to be the sudden stop of capital flows.13 In the

Cuban case, because of default and arrears on exter-
nal debt going back to the early 1960s, there are few
capital flows to be stopped. The critical shock to be
guarded against is that of an end or sharp reduction
of barter imports, which are obtained at highly con-
cessional terms. Alternatively, barter imports plus ad-
ditional transfers or lending from barter partners can
also be used to gauge the size of a prospective shock.
In any case, the government will want to assess the
likelihood of a shock in the form of a stop of barter
trade in its design of a reserve or liquidity policy.

Substituting (2) and (3) in (1) and maximizing the
objective function, the optimal level of liquidity, L^,
is obtained:

L^ = γMc + Pr(S)Mb (4)

Using a similar procedure by redefining (1) in a more
detailed form14 the optimal level of liquidity associat-
ed with convertible trade, R^, and the mitigation of
shocks, Z^, would be equal to the target levels de-
fined above. So,

Z^ = Z* = Pr(S)Mb (3')

This result follows the form of the objective func-
tion, which can be modified to represent a variety of
government preferences. A constraint on the avail-
ability of external liquidity can also be imposed on
the objective function. This is shown in the Appen-
dix, which derives Z^ under a budget constraint
from the convertible trade balance as a function of
the exchange rate and capital flows. In this section
the unconstrained objective function is used which

10. International reserves on the other hand would be indispensable for a complete analysis of the balance of payments and monetary
policy.
11. An article which looks at optimal international reserves in terms of designing a hedging strategy is R. Caballero and S. Panageas,
“Contingent Reserves Management: An Applied Framework.” Cambridge, Massachusetts: National Bureau of Economic Research,
2004.
12. Central banks may also want some liquidity for operations in the foreign exchange market. Pervasive capital controls in Cuba are a
rough way to reduce this need.
13. See Sebastian Edwards, “Thirty Years of Current Account Imbalances, Current Account Reversals and Sudden Stops,” Staff Papers,
IMF, Volume 51 (10), pp. 1–49, 2004; Dani Rodrik, “The Social Cost of Foreign Exchange Reserves.” Cambridge, Massachusetts, Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research, 2006; and Caballero and Panageas, op. cit.
14. In this case we can define U = - 1/2μ(R–R*)² - 1/2α(Z–Z*)², where R and Z are current levels of the two types of liquidity, and μ
and α are parameters expressing the government’s sensitivity to liquidity targets. Substituting (2) and (3) and optimizing in regards to R
and Z we obtain Z^ in (3’) and the corresponding expression for R^ = R* = γMc.
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yields a range of interesting results for Z^ and R^ set
against available data on international liquidity. 

The variables above could be interpreted as one peri-
od variables. That is, Pr(S) could be taken as the
probability of a stop of barter trade in one year. More
realistically, the government has a longer policy hori-
zon, encompassing several years. In this case, we can
rewrite (3’) in the following multi-period form:

 Z^ = ∑βnPr(S)Mb,n (5)

This means that optimal liquidity needed to mitigate
the effects of a stop in the barter trade will be the
sum of expected values of barter import losses over
the policy horizon where β<1 is the discount factor
per period n and Mb,n is barter imports in year n.
We can calculate the value of Z^ at the beginning of
the policy horizon.15 For example for Pr(S) = .3 and
β = .8 , Z^ will be equal to 1.5 times barter imports.

It will be useful to examine Cuba’s international li-
quidity in the context of the framework outlined
above. The key question involves the adequacy of li-
quidity to meet convertible trade needs and as a
cushion against a stop of barter trade.

Table 3 shows the result of a simulation that yields
optimal international liquidity for Cuba for 2005–

2010. In this simulation actual liquidity obtained
from the BIS is compared to the optimal results. The
latter assume three yearly probability levels, 0, .1 and
.2, for the end of barter trade caused by a stop or dis-
ruption of Venezuelan shipments of oil and addition-
al finance. Throughout the calculations β = .8. This
factor discounts future import flows and adjusts for
the use of a constant annual probability of a stop of
barter trade.

The first column of optimal liquidity shows results at
Pr(S) = 0 meaning that optimal liquidity is derived
only from the need to cover convertible imports.
Here the assumption is that the import coverage ratio
is equal to six months’ imports (γ = .5), a level that
would allow the government to assure collateralized
trade finance for convertible imports by pledging its
assets in BIS banks. Under this calculation Cuba ex-
perienced a shortage of liquidity in 2005–2008 and
an excess of liquidity for 2009 and 2010.16 But why
does Cuba maintain this apparent excess liquidity?

The answer is that Pr(S) is greater than zero in 2009–
2010. The second and third columns of optimal li-
quidity use values of 0.1 and 0.2 for PR(S). A higher
probability of a stop of barter trade raise liquidity
needs. Table 3 shows that with a probability of .1 per
year actual liquidity is close to optimal liquidity. Is it
that the government expects the probability to be
around .1 per year? Note that at .1 per year over a
long policy horizon, the discounted cumulative prob-
ability of a stop in barter trade nears ½. Any serious
observer would agree that the cumulative probability
of an end to the Venezuelan subsidy over a long hori-
zon is at least close to one. Analysts reckon that the
Venezuelan subsidies are economically and politically
unsustainable for Venezuela.17

At an annual Pr(SBT) = .2, the sum of discounted
probabilities over a long period approaches 1, and it

15. Over a long planning horizon the value of Z^ at period 0 will be approximated by Pr(S)Mb/(1–β). We do not make ∑βnPr(S) =1,
so that Z^ can exceed one year of barter imports. Mb is in constant year 0 dollars.

Table 3. Actual and Optimal Liquidity 
(million US$)

    Optimal  

   Actual Pr(S)=0 Pr(S)=.1 Pr(S)=.2

2005 874 2067 3802 5538

2006 1457 2456 4749 7042

2007 1836 2673 5040 7406

2008 2849 3435 7117 10799

2009 4288 2064 4453 6842

2010 5402 2084 5324 8564

16. This result should be adjusted for the changes in actual trade finance from BIS banks, but doing this does not substantially alter the
outcome. For example a US$0.5 billion increase in trade finance in 2005–2007 still would leave Cuba with a shortage of available li-
quidity. In addition, a US$0.2 billion decrease in 2008–2011 would also make little difference.
17. R. Castañeda op. cit., and Castañeda, “La Ayuda Económica de Venezuela a Cuba: Situación y Perspectivas—Es Sostenible?.”
Cuba in Transition—Volume 19, ASCE, 2009.
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is .74 over five years. In this case the observed Cuban
liquidity is clearly insufficient. The government is
unable to raise liquidity because of the weakness of
convertible trade, poor financial access and alterna-
tive needs among them the urgency to import essen-
tial foodstuffs.

Undoubtedly the Cuban government has in mind
other strategies to provide a cushion against a Vene-
zuelan shock. There is some evidence that Cuba is
trying to diversify its barter trade with agreements
with other nations, among them Angola and possibly
Algeria. Cuba would presumably obtain oil in ex-
change for health services. At present, trade with
those two countries is very small. 

Rather than relying on deep structural reform to
make the economy more internationally competitive,
the government’s main approach to guard against a
major shock is to develop offshore oil and gas that
can ease dependence on Venezuelan barter arrange-
ments.18 Offshore oil development is now in an ex-
ploratory stage and many analysts believe that it will
take at least five years to bring production so that it
can cover the bulk of domestic needs.

REFORMS AND EXTERNAL SHOCKS
Deep reforms to change the structure of the economy
to provide a substantial role for private enterprise and
markets that would improve investment and interna-
tional competitiveness are not yet in the cards.19 Re-
forms announced at the VI Party Congress in 2011
and measures by the Council of Ministers accompa-
nying them relegate the external sector to a secondary
role.20 The approved guidelines referring to the exter-
nal sector are mostly a statement of good intentions
devoid of specific policy mechanics. The new decrees
and laws announced in 2011 and through April 2012
are geared towards improving the fiscal situation and

boosting parts of the domestic economy particularly
small-scale business and the secondary market for
houses and cars but have little to do with establishing
competitive and flexible market structures that will
provide an adequate response to external shocks.
Only new agricultural policies designed to boost
small farms and cooperatives will have a positive im-
pact on the external accounts by helping to raise
foodstuff production. Below two important areas for
reform, exchange rate policy and state enterprises are
discussed.

Exchange Rate Policy

Dual currencies, exchange controls and foreign ex-
change allocation to ministries and state companies
result in multiple exchange rates and engender anti-
export distortions, misallocation of capital, extra fis-
cal taxation and corruption. Previous experience
during the Special Period and into the last decade in-
dicates that external shocks are dealt with administra-
tively by rationing foreign exchange and import con-
trols creating a new set of distortions, hindering
economic efficiency.

It should be a priority to unify the currency and en-
abling a market clearing exchange rate, which will
likely be within the range of the two existing ex-
change rates of CUC 1 = US$1 and CUP 25 =
US$1. The data on international liquidity suggests
that at an exchange rate of, let us say, CUP 10 =
CUC 10 = US$1, foreign currency assets of the Cen-
tral Bank will provide coverage of the monetary base.
According to a summary balance sheet of the Central
Bank of Cuba at end 2009, the monetary base was
CUP 34.4 billion.21 Gross international assets of the
Cuban banking system at that date at CUP 10 =
US$1 amounted to CUP 42.9 billion.22 

18. Larry Luxner, “Jorge Piñón: Cuba’s enormous oil and gas potential.” Cuba News, April 1, 2009.
19. In April 2012 Cuban Vice President Lazo said that in four or five years, 40% to 45% of GDP would be in the non-state sector, but
he did not specify what “non-state” means. “Cuba Plans Massive Shift to Non-State Sector.” Reuters, April 23, 2012.
20. For a summary of reform measures see Jorge F. Pérez-López, “Cuba’s External Sector and the VI Party Congress,” Cuba in
Transition—Volume 21, ASCE, 2011.
21. Banco Central de Cuba, Financial Statements, December 31st, 2009. Interaudit, 2010.
22. Banco Central’s summary balance sheet does not provide a breakdown between CUP and CUC liabilities. Presumably they are
properly consolidated as CUPs. 
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So from the monetary side there is room for moving
up (depreciating) the official exchange rate of CUC 1
= US$ 1. Equally critical is implementing comple-
mentary reforms to go along a new unified exchange
rate system, which at first would involve either a
fixed rate or some form of controlled sliding rate.
Among the needed complementary reforms the fol-
lowing are the most important: 1) wide liberalization
of prices in the economy to improve the allocation of
consumption and investment; 2) easing convertibili-
ty restrictions on the holding of foreign exchange by
enterprises and individuals; 3) fiscal reforms needed
to substitute implicit foreign exchange taxes by ex-
plicit revenue measures; 4) gradual lifting of import
and exchange controls.23

Movements towards a market clearing exchange rate
would help provide a cushion against potential
shocks in several ways. First, it would contribute to
an increase in liquidity available to dampen distur-
bances by raising convertible exports and improving
the allocation of imports. Second, it would improve
domestic allocation of production. Third, a flexible
exchange rate policy would contribute to offset the
impact of shocks.

It appears Cuban officials are reluctant to undertake
monetary and exchange rate unification afraid of the
negative impact on basic consumption by the popu-
lation. The system as it now operates provides an im-
plicit subsidy for the purchase of basic foodstuffs that
are imported by a state agency at a highly overvalued
exchange rate. This points to the need to consider ex-
plicit subsidies for foodstuffs to replace those operat-
ing through the exchange rate mechanism as unifica-
tion takes place.

State Enterprises

State enterprises are key players in Cuba’s external
sector as they are involved with the bulk of exports,
imports and tourism as direct participants and as
trading companies on behalf of the government and
its agencies. On the other hand, as described above,
the reforms in motion over the last two years leave
the new private enterprises without a meaningful role
in international transactions.

Cuba’s main exports nickel, medical products, petro-
leum distillates, and tobacco are controlled by state
companies directly or by tightly structured joint pro-
duction agreements with foreign corporations. State
corporations control the import of foodstuffs, capital
goods and technology.

At this time there are few signals that 1) a competi-
tive market environment for products, labor and cap-
ital is being developed in which state enterprises can
flourish and 2) that either substantial reforms of
management and governance of these enterprises is
being contemplated or, preferably, privatization mea-
sures to create independently operating entities.
Turning some weaker state enterprises into worker
cooperatives, as has been signaled by party officials,
without meaningful reforms in management and in-
centives will not suffice. The experience of emerging
market economies, including socialist states such as
China and Vietnam, strongly point to the need to
tackle the deep productivity problems engulfing the
Cuban state sector.

CONCLUSION

Cuba’s external accounts include sizable barter trade
with Venezuela and a few other countries where trade
transactions do not match payments and now ac-
count for some 60 percent of all Cuban merchandise
trade. In this context, it is useful to examine Cuba’s
external cash flow. It denotes a strong flow of finance
and transfers to Cuba that peaked at US$ 7 billion in
2008 and has oscillated around US$4 billion per year
in 2009–2011. Simultaneously, Cuba accumulated
external financial assets in major international banks
that at the end of 2011 reached US$ 4.1 billion. A
simulation using a policy model attributes a substan-
tial part of this liquidity to the need to ameliorate a
potential shock from the stop of barter trade with
Venezuela. Major policy reforms directed towards
improving international competitiveness would pro-
vide protection against shocks, but are not yet in
sight. Exchange rate policy and reform/privatization
of state enterprises are key policy areas essential to
strengthen the external sector.

23. Ernesto Hernández-Catá, “Macroeconomic Effects of Exchange rate and Price Distortions: The Cuban Case,” Cuba in
Transition—Volume 21, ASCE, 2011, discusses the economic effects of controls and the output gains from liberalization.
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APPENDIX 
OPTIMAL SHOCK-DAMPENING LIQUIDITY WITH BUDGET CONSTRAINT

This Appendix examines the government’s objective
function towards international liquidity when con-
strained by a budget. The government wants to opti-
mize the objective function subject to an external sec-
tor liquidity constraint. Λ is the constrained objective
function.

Λ = - 1/2μ(R–R*)² - 1/2α(Z–Z*)² 
+λ(g + heθ + K–R–Z) (A1)

where g + heθ is the sensitivity of the convertible trade
balance to deviations of the exchange rate from the
market clearing rate, θ is the sum of elasticities of ex-
ports and imports with respect to the exchange rate
and g and h are constants expressing initial condi-
tions of the balance on convertible trade and tour-
ism. Here, e = E/E* where E is the exchange rate or,
in Cuba’s case, a weighted average of the multiple ex-
change rates expressed as CUPs per US$, and E* is
the market clearing rate. At a unified exchange rate at
equilibrium, E = E* and e = 1. K is the given net cash
capital flows and transfers. As previously defined, R
and Z are the liquidity to back up trade and to
dampen shocks. λ is the Lagrange multiplier.

Substituting values for R* and Z* from (2) and (3),
first order conditions for maximization of (A1) are:

- μ(R–γMc) - λ = 0 (A2)

- α(Z–Pr(S)Mb) - λ = 0 (A3)

θ λheθ-1 = 0 (A4)

g + heθ + K–R–Z = 0 (A5)

Solving these four equations by substitution, Z^, the
optimal liquidity to dampen the impact of a shock

(S, stop of barter trade) subject to a budget constraint
is obtained: 

Z^ = 1/(α+μ){μ(g + heθ) + μ(K–γMc) 
+ αPr(S)Mb} (A6)

The three terms in brackets in equation (A6) express
the liquidity derived (or needed) from the convert-
ible trade balance at given exchange rates, the liquidi-
ty from net capital inflows after coverage of convert-
ible imports, and liquidity needed for the expected
value of a stop of barter trade. In Cuba’s current situ-
ation e<1 and there is a slight surplus (2010) of US$
0.1 billion in convertible trade plus tourism accord-
ing to official Cuban data. 

Policies that enhance liquidity derived from convert-
ible trade will ease the budget constraint and allow an
increase in Z^. One such policy is unifying the ex-
change rate near market equilibrium. The size of the
impact will be greater in proportion to the elastici-
ties, θ, that reflect the sensitivity of exports and im-
ports to a movement of the exchange rate. 

There is insufficient data to calculate the value of θ
and other parameters in equation (A6). Data on spe-
cific imports and exports indicates that they face in-
elastic price elasticities, of demand and supply which
suggest low elasticity with regard to the exchange
rate. Foodstuff demand and nickel exports are price
inelastic. We estimate the price elasticity of nickel ex-
ports at 0.7 on data for 1986–2010 and price elastic-
ity of demand for imported foodstuffs at -0.1. How-
ever, non-traditional exports will be more responsive
to prices if vigorous structural reforms of markets
and finance are undertaken.
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